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UPDATES: The Grail  

● Southside---Drees asked to meet to let The Grail they are still interested in putting forward a 
proposal.  I explained—as I do for all—that when there is a process in place we would let them 
know, but in the meantime, should they have a proposal that I would get it to Council. 
 

● Southside PTII—The Loveland School levy failed—barely—so it is highly doubtful they will 
approach to purchase as they still need to pass an operating levy (probably in the spring) and 
purchasing would be bad for that process. The Parks are not interested in purchase. Cardinal 
Land Trust is interested but would receive funding via Ohio Land Trust, so it would be August 
before they would be ready to submit something formal. Ditto Trust for Public Land. The local 
Loveland Group has updated that they are still not ready to submit a proposal. 
 

● Financials—we received three large gifts in the last month: an unrestricted $95,000 bequest 
(which will be divided per Asset Policy), the Canadian gift came thru finally at $28,844.47 
restricted as reported last month (would be a great way to support at least 3 MIs in 2023!—
Catalyst teens, Black Girls rising, and ARC programming), and a $30,000 gift restricted to 
support elder nucleus members as they age. 
 

● Financials Pt II—the October financials are included in the packet. They will be reviewed by 
Finance Cte 12/15 (the evening of this mailing). Key to point out is that our YTD ACTUALS (so 
through October) are ($170,079.01) compared to YTD BUDGET which is ($221,260.00) which 
is $51,180.99 better than budgeted or roughly 24%. 
 

● EOY Mailing—Finance Cte sent out to all members a packet in November which included a 
giving survey. During the last Finance Cte Forum, a survey was suggested to find out how/why 
Grail members give/do not give. With a low response rate, the survey will go out the week of 
the 19th digitally as well. The packet also included the annual Grail Snapshot, the Annual 
request for Members to share their mission activities, and a request to give if one has not. 
 

● EOY Mailing PT II—As part of the donor database clean-up a non-member digital Grail 
Snapshot (which is different than the one members receive) went out to 3 different groups: 
anyone in the database who has an email address, has not donated in 3 years, and is a non-
member; anyone who has donated within 3 years and is not a member,; and via the Friends of 
the Grail monthly newsletters to folks who signed up for that but may have never given. We are 
tracking responses and more importantly for database health, which emails are 
bad/unsubscribed. 

 

UPDATES: Cornwall 

● Fire System—the new fire system (required by the fire inspector) has been installed. The new 
system has a new monitoring company which cut the monthly monitoring fee in half for 2023. 

 

UPDATES: Loveland 

● Oratory—as reported, there was a theft at Oratory. The police are on the lookout via pawn 
shops etc. for the two missing items. The inventory should be finished today (12/15) so we will 
know if anything else taken. All doors have been re-keyed and new deadbolts added to 
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vulnerable doors. Five new cameras purchased and installed. They are both Wi-Fi and cell 
(which means if they work well we will buy more just like them for Southside). They can also be 
“trained” to only film/alert for people vs say deer. 5 cameras, security light fixture, docking 
station totaled under $250.00. Should we decide to put them on cell service, it would be an 
additional $5/month for that. For now, we can use the Wi-Fi which is available for Northside. 
 

● Crew—We met with EasterSeals which has a 3-county program with job placement. We will be 
partnering with them in 2 ways: 1. Our Crew program and just in general (they have internships 
and externships) will be a placement option for individuals in their programs (EasterSeals pays 
their wages), and 2. The young women who find Crew directly can be referred to EasterSeals 
for other support programming they do (including academic scholarships, food aid, 
transportation to and from The Grail, etc.). ANYONE who is part of Crew AND a part of the 
EasterSeals program would have their Crew wages paid by EasterSeals not The Grail—which 
means, that the roughly $37k budgeted could be a lot less in 2023. 
 

● Crew and ATP PT II—EasterSeals is one organization under an umbrella of orgs all receiving 
funding to assist with employment of marginalized individuals. We are going to meet with the 
whole group at once in January to see how else The Grail can work with them. 
 

● ATP—Warren County is having a hard time scheduling staff to bring the girls in ATP to The 
Grail 2x a week, so we are adjusting to 2x a month during the school year. Tracy Jo 
Duckworth—a longtime friend of The grail—will be contributing as a session leader in an 
ongoing fashion—repurposing the lessons she created for The grail called Rites of Passage, 
specifically geared towards girls of this age.  We will combine her sessions with other women 
leaders. The girls LOVE her sessions, really look forward, so we are so pleased Tracy Jo is 
excited to return. 

 

Decisions Needed:  None 


